The contrast between the apparent need for clinical computing systems and their slow establishment is well recognized.'-4 The ability of such systems to solve some of the problems associated with the traditional medical record is also well recognized. Yet What are the core features required to perform any job?-the essential activities which make up the major part of the job. A lorry driver clearly has to be able to drive, and an artist paint. A production manager needs to use budgetary control to ensure that he is producing enough of his product at a price and of a quality which will yield a profit.
If asked to order these three according to their likelihood of using computers we might say manager, driver, and then artist. It seems reasonable to match the skills and attitudes required in the job with those needed to use a computer. The closer the match the more likely the individual is to enjoy using a computer. Obviously this technique will only provide a rough guide. There are too many unpredictable aspects. If asked to rank all managers, against all drivers and all artists then a closer approximation to the correct order is likely.
What is the core activity of a doctor and is it more or less likely to bring him nearer using computers? The first is difficult to answer but intuitively it is taking decisions on uncertain and incomplete information, a task shared by most executives and professional people.'5 More simply it is the exercise of judgement. Individuals who operate successfully in this environment are exercising the higher skills of recall from experience, discrimination between relevant and non-relevant items, judgement, and attaching a degree of certainty or confidence to the decision. Finally they have the emotional resilience to stand behind their decisions and bear the consequences.
By its nature this type of decision-making is unstructured, bitty, variable, at times unclear, hard to justify sometimes and has all the characteristics ofan open situation. Even superficial consideration suggests that individuals who find this type ofwork attractive will not take to a formal and structured situation. Such a method of working will be found boring, repetitive, irksome and irritating.
Hence this individual will not find using computers easy. Their demand for precision and order will irritate him. No one can do a job successfully if they do not feel comfortable with the main part of the work. Also as independent practitioners it is extremely unlikely that doctors will do anything for any length oftime which is not congenial to them. It is this mismatch between the essential core of a clinician's job and the demands of using a computer system which accounts for the slow introduction of these systems, and the paradox between the need on one side and the non-use on the other.
Conclusions
Can this viewpoint be reconciled with the need for medical information for resource management and allied tasks? I believe so if these points are followed. 
